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Eyes wide
shut, full
speed ahead

Students find their place in the sun

BEN AVELING

THE New M5 is a proposed tunnel
joining St Peters to the M5. It is one
part of the WestConnex project.
Public submissions on the New M5
Environmental Impact Statement
closed in January. Last month, the
RMS (Roads and Maritime Services)
publicly responded to the 12,866
submissions made on the WestConnex
New M5.
Submissions questioned: the $18.6B
cost of the project, tolls (up to $10 each
way, or more); the business case and
the need for the project; the impact on
air quality, health and noise; property
acquisitions; and the impact on local
roads and parks. Almost 50 per cent of
submissions called for public transport,
instead of WestConnex.
The RMS has acknowledged these
concerns but dismissed them as not
significant, acceptable, or as something
that can be addressed later. There are,
however, two important admissions
made, even if those admissions are not
followed to their logical conclusion.
The RMS response acknowledges
that the benefits of the New M5 depend
on the delivery of the M4-M5 link,
which if built, will connect St Peters
to the M4. Without the M4-M5 link,
the response admits, there would be
“unacceptable deterioration in road
network performance”.
The Response to Submissions does
not follow this to its logical conclusion:
because the benefits for the New M5
depend on the delivery of the M4-M5,
the two can only properly be considered
together. Because neither makes sense
on its own, it does not make sense
to consider them separately, but the
Response to Submissions does not
acknowledge this.
Many respondents expressed concern
that putting tolls on the M5 would
increase congestion on nearby roads,
including Stoney Creek Road. The
Response rejects this concern, because
“these arterial roads are already at
capacity”. But elsewhere the Response
claims that adding extra roads will
reduce congestion. It assumes that if
the existing traffic were spread over
more lanes and more roads, congestion
would reduce. However, this is out-ofdate thinking. Modern research has
discovered that if congestion reduces,
people drive further, and they drive
more. Adding road capacity increases
the distance people drive, but it does
not reduce congestion.
As well as these admissions, the RMS
response is notable for two fatal flaws in
its arguments in favour of the project:

Louis van Rensburg, Björn Sturmberg and Sarah King at STUCCO Photo: Bec Lewis

ERIN LINKS

STUCCO student housing
co-operative in Newtown will be
the first multi-unit residency in
Australia to switch to solar power
using a battery storage system,
after receiving a City of Sydney
environmental innovation grant.
The STUCCO co-operative is
entirely self-managed and provides
affordable shared housing to 40
students from the University of
Sydney. The decision to switch to
solar electricity is the result of a
project that is volunteer-run by
members, who have spent over
a year collaborating to create a
system that will allow uninterrupted
power supply to the building
the benefits claimed for the project can
be realised separately to the project, and
benefits are not revenue.
Benefits claimed for the project
include local road widenings and
improvements (eg. extra bridges over
the Alexandria Canal), bike paths, an
improvement in bus travel times (by
adding bus lanes) and a reduction in
congestion on the M5 (by adding a toll).

without high carbon emissions.
The grant application was
successful because the students
showcased innovation and
creativity to overcome the barriers
to implementing renewable energy
in multi-residential buildings.
Solar panels, batteries and smart
metering software will all be
combined in a system designed
using the latest technologies. The
system will use 30 kW of “Tier 1”
grade PV modules with 50 kWh of
usable battery storage capacity.
Resident Sarah King says that the
students are “proud to be the first
site in Australia for this technology
to be used” and excited that
“young people are taking practical
leadership on climate action”.
The total cost of the project is
All of these things could be done, if
desired, without building the New M5.
The RMS response to financial
concerns about the project was to
quote the business case, which predicts
$24.3B of benefits – mostly the value
of travel time saved. The response did
not address concerns that the estimated
travel time saved was overestimated, nor
that the value of each hour saved may

estimated at $120,000, but selfsufficient renewable energy is highly
cost-effective and will provide
long-term economic benefits to the
co-operative. Björn Sturmberg, one
of the project’s directors, says: “This
project will see over 80 per cent of
the electricity consumed at STUCCO
come from our own roof. That’s a
huge achievement (which I honestly
did not believe was in reach for our
budget – the technology and its costs
really have improved a lot recently).”
The income generated by the
solar system will be used to invest
more in STUCCO’s vision for
environmental sustainability, for
example in upgrades to lighting,
heating and cooling in the building.
STUCCO will also ensure that
all members of the co-operative
be overestimated. More importantly,
benefits are not revenue, and it is rarely
simple to convert benefits to revenue.
By way of an example, suppose that
saving six minutes is worth $5.36 to
one commuter, and $2.13 to another
commuter. This would represent $7.49
in benefits. But revenue is produced only
when a toll is applied. If the toll is set at
$2.13, then the second commuter won’t

benefit from the change by creating
a power purchasing agreement
which will determine how the
electricity will be fairly shared by
the residents of the eight units.
Mr Sturmberg says that they
are also engaging in “knowledge
sharing” to show how other
apartments or buildings sharing
roof space could make the switch
to using sustainable energy
sources. He says he hopes the
government will provide support
for community housing to invest
in solar power. This would help
groups from lower socio-economic
backgrounds to improve their access
S
to renewable energy. 
For more information about
STUCCO go to stucco.org.au

use the New M5. The theoretical $7.49
of benefits would produce only $2.13
in revenue. This problem is sometimes
called the “value capture problem” –
even though a project creates benefits,
these do not necessarily generate
revenue to pay for the project.
The RMS Response to Submissions is
now being evaluated by the Department
S
of Planning.
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Green open space is critical for our health. Spaces can take many forms including community gardens which bring neighbours together as they grow fresh food and enjoy time together. Photo: Susan Thompson

Green spaces under threat
EMMA BACON

ACCESS to green space is an
important issue in already densely
populated areas such as the inner
city of Sydney. Although some parts
of the inner city may be known
for their “pocket parks”, green
space remains rare in others.

Government plans for the
redevelopment of the Waterloo
public housing estate, with a
population increase from about
2,000 to 10,000, will see the large
open space at Waterloo Green built
over. Existing community members
will compete with residents in the
planned new private developments,
re-developments and landscaping,
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for access to parks and open spaces.
On April 7, REDWatch met for
its monthly meeting, with guest
speaker Professor Susan Thompson
of the UNSW City Futures Research
Centre giving a presentation on
“Green Space in the Inner City”.
Professor Thompson specifically
works at the intersection of urban
planning and public health.
Professor Thompson spoke of the
benefits of access to green space
to individuals and communities.
The “restorative benefits” of time
spent in green space should inform
urban planning, she argued. The
needs of different sectors of the
community require access to
different types of open space, from
highly structured and manicured
spaces within new developments, to
“wild” green space that is distinct
from the built environment.
Vi, a local resident who is active
in her neighbourhood community
garden, spoke of the strong
community she has encountered
since becoming a member of Charlie’s
Garden at Charles Kernan Reserve on
Abercrombie Street in Darlington. Vi

enthusiastically described the social,
health and community benefits
she has experienced, as well as the
satisfaction of being able to grow her
own food in an urban environment.
During discussion, residents
reflected upon the difficulty of
maintaining access to green space
because of increasing developments.
Residents also felt that access to green
space is a low priority for government
bodies such as UrbanGrowth NSW.
Its North Eveleigh developments
were given as an example of NSW
government plans for a development
on publicly owned land that did not
add a commensurate amount of green
space to the local area, compared to
the proposed increase in population.
The meeting ended with a reflection
that our community will need to
practise constant vigilance to prevent
green space from vanishing from
our neighbourhoods. Projects such
as UrbanGrowth NSW’s Central
to Eveleigh developments and
WestConnex both threaten public access
S
to green space in the inner city. 
Emma Bacon is REDWatch co-convenor.
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Assure Psychology
Urban Nature Wellbeing Centre

216 Enmore Rd (cnr Edgeware Rd),
Enmore NSW 2042
Caring, confidential psychological services to help you deal with
life’s difficulties. Bulk billing available on referral from GP.
Contact Elizabeth Munro on 0408 612 808 or at
elizabethjmunro@bigpond.com

FREE flu vaccinations now available
Male and female doctors • Physiotherapist
Psychologist • Chiropractor
100% BULK BILLING

REDFERN'S NEWEST MEDICAL CENTRE
Your Health – Your Choice

We are your partners

All Under One Roof

Beyond our responsibility for providing
clinical and curative services, we believe
our role extends to empowering you to
exercise more control over your health.
We consider it is our duty to provide
you with information that will help
you make an informed choice about
your healthcare. Our services cover
all aspects of primary care, including
treatment of acute and chronic
conditions, preventive medicine,
pap smears, contraceptive implant
insertion/removal, skin checks, mole
removal, antenatal and pediatric
care, childhood immunizations,
minor surgery, ECGs, travel advice,
vaccinations and sexual health checks.

"Patients First" is our reason for being
and the focus of all our activities.
Here at Citydoc Medical Centre you
will discover that you have a partner
who will assist you to accept more
responsibility and be more active in
the choices you make in your health
and lifestyle decisions so that you
may achieve optimal health and enjoy
life to its full potential. As dedicated
partners in your healthcare team our
physicians and staff understand their
responsibility to provide you with the
best advice in your choice of preventing
and managing illness. Our team who
have years of experience, knowledge
and expertise recognize the need
to keep abreast of the advances in
healthcare, so that we may provide
you with the best choices.

Bringing together most of the primary
health care and ancillary services that
you may require, Citydoc Medical
Centre provides a coordinated and
enhanced healthcare experience.

7-9 Gibbons Street (Opposite Redfern Train Station)

Expertise.
Service.
Care.
Community.
We get it.
Call us on

(02) 8399 5320
or just walk in.

www.citydoc.com.au
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Taekwondo – school of wisdom
YOUTH OF TODAY

to achieve to the best of my ability.
It has enabled me to become a
more confident, disciplined person.
Whether for time management
and avoiding procrastination
while completing assignments, or
contributing to my public speaking
and leadership abilities, Taekwondo
has assisted me in numerous areas.
Possibly most importantly, it has
helped me to meet new people and
make good friends, both inside
and outside of Taekwondo, and
improved my communication skills.
Taekwondo hasn’t been without
its challenges though. I particularly
recall the six months preceding my
first Black Belt Grading as being
laden with nerves and tension.
At moments I doubted myself,
not believing I could succeed.
Yet through continued perseverance
I achieved what I set out to
reach, and the sense of euphoric
accomplishment made all the
training and anxiety worth it. I didn’t
just achieve a black piece of cloth
around my waist; through that trial
I felt as if I had grown as a person.
I am now Black Belt Dan 1, and I
continue to grow through the skills
and lessons I have garnered from
Taekwondo. Whether the challenge
I face relates to martial arts or not,
I am sure that my time spent doing
Taekwondo will assist me along the
way. I’m glad that the trepidation of a
nine year old didn’t hold me back. S

XANDER MCMAHON

IT was about six years ago when I
first started attending Taekwondo
lessons at the Australian Martial
Arts Academy, located among the
various curiosities of the Addison
Road Community Centre. I don’t
remember everything from that
day. However I can distinctively
recall my pronounced apprehension,
which I made sure to proclaim to my
mother at the time, in the form of
what some may call a tantrum.
My only prior knowledge of the
place came from a birthday party
held there for one of my friends.
But this mild encouragement did
little to quell the mixture of fear
and nervous unwillingness I felt,
as I stood still in protest, metres
away from the academy’s entrance.
At the age of nine, I still possessed
many reservations when it came to
new experiences and new people.
Once I began my first lesson, I
was soon reassured by the geniality
of the instructors and the engaging
activities involved. With each
lesson I gained more confidence,
until my training had become an
integral part of my life, allowing
me to develop in various ways.
Despite my initial aversion, it had
admittedly been my idea to take
up Taekwondo. I was tired of the
somewhat tedious lessons I endured
in swimming, yet still needed
to exercise outside of school – a
necessity that my parents rightly
ensured was enforced. I can’t claim
to have first done it so I could become
stronger, beat the bullies, and save
the day, as seems to be the cliché.
Rather the academy’s close proximity

Xander McMahon Photo: Supplied

made a simple convenience of
something that I was obliged to do.
However, through my years of lessons
Taekwondo became something I
enjoyed, providing substantial value
to my life, not only through physical
instruction, but also through the
verbal wisdoms of my teachers.

I learnt that through Taekwondo
many things could be gained, a
principle that extends to martial
arts in general. There are of course
the obvious physical benefits and
potential for self-defence, which
may be the primary attraction
for some. Certainly, Taekwondo

has allowed me to remain fit at
a level that I probably wouldn’t
have attained otherwise, but other
benefits are just as important.
Taekwondo has taught me to
be respectful and courteous to
my peers, to set goals and always
persevere through hardship so as

YOUTH OF TODAY, A REGULAR ARTICLE
ON LOCAL YOUTH AND RELATED
ISSUES, IS KINDLY SPONSORED BY
APPETITE CAFE

APPETITE

ood
+
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cafe : redfern

APPETITE CAFE
82 REGENT ST, REDFERN
TEL 9699 4069
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Health and housing
H E A LT H
MARIE HEALY

EVERY week I treat people who
struggle with issues relating to housing
and access to health care and social
services. As a GP I have a supportive
role in their care, but the real impact
lies in good social policy.
Some months ago, an elderly patient
was upset by a letter from Brad Hazzard,
the Minister for Social Housing. The letter
outlined the plans for redevelopment of
the Waterloo Estate and relocation of the

VENDOR PROFILE
DAVID I

SAMUEL CLARKE

THE Big Issue vendors come
from all different backgrounds.
There are plenty of characters
with many interesting stories to
tell. One such vendor is David I.
David has been working at the
Big Issue since 2002 and can be
found selling the magazine outside
Woolworths at Town Hall.
“It’s the best pitch. The Big Issue
helps me get off the street and
talking to people. I’ll get up at 5.30am
most days and head into work.”
In that time he has gotten to meet
plenty of people from Lord Mayor
Clover Moore to tourists exploring
Sydney. “I get plenty of people
asking for directions. I don’t mind

residents, some of whom have called the
area home for several decades. His letter
began: “I am excited to write to you and
let you know ...”. There has been a lot
of uncertainty for people who rely on
public housing, highlighted recently
by the distressed evictees from Millers
Point. To date, the only winners appear
to have been developers and investors.
According to the Australian Bureau
of Statistics, “housing is a key social
determinant of health and is often
considered to be a proxy indicator of
socio-economic status as well as of
health and wellbeing” (Shaw 2004).
How the vulnerable are treated reflects
because one day they might buy
a mag off me, you never know.
“Selling the magazine can be
hard, it can be easy. It all depends
on how you talk to your customers.
I always try say good morning to
them, have a good day, and all that.”
While the Big Issue may be a
big part of David’s life now it is by
no means all that he has done.
David grew up in the NSW
country town of Gulgong
where he was one of 17.
At the age of 14 David joined a
fair where he operated the Dodgem
Cars and Merry-Go-Round. It’s a
job that took him all over Australia.
“Cooktown was good. It was nice and
hot, perfect for going swimming.”
He isn’t tempted to go revisit those
towns though as he is happy with
city life and selling the magazine.
“Thank you to all my customers and
I hope I continue to see you down
S
outside Woolies.”
If you or anyone you know could benefit
from becoming a vendor for The Big Issue,
please contact the Sydney office for
more information:
125-127 Little Eveleigh St. Redfern
phone 8332 7200
email sydney@bigissue.org.au

on the cohesiveness and morality of our
society. It is imperative that the policymakers demonstrate their commitment
to the welfare of all citizens, including
those who are homeless, who live
with financial insecurity, who have no
support network, who struggle with their
mental health or chronic conditions;
those who rely on the safety net of our
S
welfare system.
Dr Marie Healy is a GP with interests in aged
and chronic care and health promotion.
This advice is general in nature; please
see your GP for specific health advice
regarding your individual circumstances.

Protecting our kids’ teeth
You can tell a lot about a government by what
they prioritise in their budget.
Malcolm Turnbull is preparing to deliver his first
federal budget as this column goes to print, but
he’s already made his priorities clear –instead
of closing tax loopholes used by big companies
and the super rich, he’s cutting our schools and
health funding.
For example, Malcolm Turnbull has cut
$1.7 billion from dental services, including
scrapping Labor’s kids dental scheme.
Under Labor’s kids dental scheme, more than
3 million eligible children could go to their local
dentist and have $1000 of dental work done
every two years. Because of Malcolm Turnbull’s
cuts, all of these kids – more than 3 million –
will be thrown onto long public dental waiting

The Big Issue is Australia’s leading
social enterprise. It is an independent,
notfor‑profit organisation that
develops solutions to help homeless,
disadvantaged and marginalised
people positively change their lives.
The Big Issue magazine magazine
is published fortnightly and sold on
the streets by vendors who purchase
copies for $3.50 and sell them for $7,
keeping the difference. To find out
more visit: www.thebigissue.org.au

lists. So instead of Labor’s program that allowed
families to go to their family dentist, the dentist
in their local community, families could now
have to travel for hours to the nearest public
dental clinic, and wait for months or even years
for treatment. In New South Wales alone,
more than 100,000 people are already on
the waiting list.

MENTAL HEALTH MAT TERS

Dentists know that the best way you can ensure

Ten little fingers and ten little toes?

an adult has good teeth is to start good dental

The greedy grasp of FASD (Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder)

so many dentists welcomed Labor’s scheme.

ANNE CAMAC & LAURA BUZO

Both of the authors have worked
in medical settings with pregnant
women and babies. We have both
seen mothers using drugs and
alcohol through their pregnancies
and imagined what might be
going wrong in that dark, unseen
place where the baby is forming.
And then the baby is born and,
wonder of wonders, it looks fine.
Ten little fingers and ten little
toes, no malformations. Home
free, right? Very possibly wrong.
Doctors used to generally
only diagnose Foetal Alcohol
Syndrome in infants who had
certain facial characteristics or
other birth defects that were
clearly associated with heavy
maternal alcohol use in particular
stage of pregnancy. However
we are learning more and more
about the developmental and
neurological effects of alcohol
use during pregnancy, many of
them “unseen”. Now, doctors can
take a history and analyse a child’s
behaviour and diagnose FASD

when certain criteria are met.
There are some children you
may have encountered who
aren’t connected. To friends or
to learning, two very important
aspects of childhood. They may
have trouble following rules, they
may be impulsive, unpredictable,
can’t concentrate on their learning
in class or on the sports field.
It’s easy to judge them as lazy,
troublesome, rude.
When they grow into
adolescents and then adults, they
may find themselves on the wrong
side of the law, or themselves
using drugs and alcohol to cope
with a life that is lacking, unable
to find work or fit into society in a
meaningful way. Admittedly this is
the worse case scenario, but you
can see how children with FASD
can struggle to live normally when
their brain “filing cabinet” is in
complete disarray.
This is why the current
recommendation from health
authorities is that there is no
“safe” amount of alcohol for
women to drink during pregnancy.

Governments – and churches too
for that matter – are no stranger
to the judgement of women.
Judging mothers in particular.
But this recommendation is more
than a judgemental nanny state
looking for its next victim. It’s
about the very real teratogenicity
of alcohol, the same as we educate
women on the dangers of rubella
on a foetus.
For some women, alcohol is
their only means of medicating
feelings of depression and anxiety
and many FASD mums will tell
their story of regret about this
pattern. But we are getting better
and better at diagnosing and
supporting depressed and anxious
mums, and better at educating
about the risks of alcohol use
during pregnancy. Both very
important steps toward turning
S
the tide on FASD.
Between them, Anne and Laura have over
30 years of experience as mental health
professionals. That said, this column is not
intended to replace professional advice
when it is needed.

care and oral health habits young. That’s why
It meant kids got regular check-ups, fluoride
treatments, and that cavities were caught early
before more serious dental problems developed.
An ounce of prevention is worth a pound
of cure.
This election I’ll be fighting for fairness
–to protect the things that matter to our
community like good schools and accessible
healthcare. That’s my priority.
You can support Labor’s campaign to protect
kids’ dental health by signing our petition here:
www.alp.org.au/keep_dental_care_for_our_kids.

Tanya
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Wa te rloo Te n a n t P rof i le s

Richard Weeks Photo: Claire Mahjoub

Putting a face
to public housing
The Baird government’s plans to redevelop the Waterloo
housing estate have stirred up considerable anxiety.
The plans raise questions about housing rights and sociopolitical vision for the area. Most urgently, they raise
questions about process – how tenants will be heard and
cared for throughout what promises to be a tumultuous
period. Maidie Wood and Claire Mahjoub met with some
local residents of Waterloo. These are their stories.
JANDYRA
DA CRUZ
JANDYRA da Cruz, an
unbelievable 75, has lived in
the Matavai tower for three
years after waiting 10 years
for a place in public housing.
Originally from Brazil,
Jandyra has lived in Australia
for 41 years. She is happy
living in an over-55s facility
as the tenants have similar
lifestyles and Matavai is
generally quiet and safe.
Her only complaint is
that the building needs a
better letter-box system.
Jandyra values living in
the Waterloo area and has
created strong ties with
Waterloo community life.
She enjoys the activities at the
Cliff Noble Centre in Kepos
Street particularly the day
trips organised by the centre,
and participates in a variety
of classes, for instance,
jewellery making and
instruction in computer use.
As Jandyra always travels
by public transport she
is particularly dependent
upon the accessibility to
shops for her daily needs,
for instance, supermarkets
and the chemist. She also
points out that she is able
to access several buses and
consequently if she needs to
go farther afield, for instance,
Marrickville Metro, the
colourful Newtown, the city,
and St Andrew’s Cathedral,
she is easily able to do so.

Jandyra is a chronic
diabetic. She needs to
be close to her doctor in
Cleveland Street who knows
her history and upon whom
she relies for continuing
treatment and support.
Living in Waterloo means
that she is also close to
St Vincent’s Hospital, which
gives her a sense of security.
In addition, and most
importantly, as Jandyra
has no family here, she
relies upon the network
of people she knows and
loves for her sense of
wellbeing and belonging.
She has a very close friend
of 30 years who lives
locally and the friendship
is very important to her.
When Jandyra received
the letter from Housing
Minister Brad Hazzard,
just before Christmas, she
felt extremely anxious as
she had no idea of where
she might be housed in the
future. She was particularly
puzzled as Housing had
inspected her unit just before
Christmas and came up with
a list of repairs, which they
said would be done before
Christmas. Why would they
spend money on repairs
when they plan to knock
the building down?
Jandyra found the two
public meetings intended to
clarify the redevelopment’s
plans for the tenants of
Waterloo Public Housing
extremely unhelpful.
She remains concerned
that she and the other

tenants are being displaced
from a community they
love. She fears that she
and other tenants will
be moved to locations
remote from transport
and consequently will be
isolated and vulnerable.

JOHN
OSBORNE
JOHN Osborne, 63, was
born in Newcastle, England,
and has lived in the United
States and in New Zealand.
While he was able
he worked as a chef but
eventually he became
homeless before being offered
a place in public housing.
He is extremely happy to be
housed at Matavai as not only
does he have a place of his
own, but also he is living in
a clean, friendly and above
all, safe, environment.
John had never been to
the small suburb of Waterloo
before coming to live there
but now after five-and-a-half
years he loves it, particularly
the peaceful serenity of
Waterloo Green with its shady
trees and many seats, and he
relishes living in an openhearted community. There
is always something going
at the Green, for instance,
barbecues, family days or
fairs with music, and while
he prefers his own company
he likes these occasions
as he can have a chat and

John Noriega Photo: Claire Mahjoub

share a joke with others.
He has found a favourite
coffee place in the Coles
complex at Surry Hills,
which he visits on a Monday
and Friday. He also values
closeness to two libraries,
Surry Hills and Waterloo,
as he is an avid reader
but also a keen borrower
of DVDs and CDs.
When John received
the first letter from FACS
he panicked. He felt the
government was taking
his precious home away
from him and uprooting
him from a place he loved.
He wondered how he could
manage the cost of moving
and the arduousness of
packing and unpacking.
Currently his flat has one
large bedroom for which he
is very grateful and fears
he will be rehoused in a
bedsit. His anxiety is intense
and as yet none of the steps
supposedly taken by the
government to alleviate
tenants’ fears have decreased
his anxiety. The uncertainty
of not knowing is the most
difficult aspect for John and
he worries about the effect
this will have on his health.
John suffers from epilepsy, an
illness that can be negatively
affected by emotional states.
As John needs two
walking sticks to assist him
in walking, he is worried
that he will not be close to
medical assistance (as he
is at Matavai). His doctors
are aware of his treatment
regime, and if hospitalised he

can manage a taxi as he is not
too far from his home. He is
also concerned that bulk
billing is sometimes difficult
to access in the outer suburbs
and that there is not the
same level of specialist care.
John feels that it was
very insensitive of FACS to
deliver its letter just before
Christmas. He feels that
despite various meetings
and information sheets he
and other tenants have not
been given the information
that will allay their fears
and concerns. One of the
letters stated that an office
would be set up in John
Street near the IGA to
answer tenant concerns,
and although he visited it in
the advertised times there
was no one in attendance.
“There is absolutely
nothing wrong with the
buildings, so if it’s not broke,
why fix it?” John asks.

JOHN
NORIEGA
JOHN Noriega was born
in Spain and has been in
Australia for half a century
and lived in the Matavai
tower about 17 years.
He is the youngest of
seven children and used to
have family here but they
have returned overseas.
He feels that he knows
everyone in the tower and
that the tenants look out

for each other, and are like
a family in many ways.
He does shopping on a
regular basis for three other
tenants and makes sure to
put newspapers under the
doors of tenants who don’t
have ease of movement.
He is willing to give help to
any tenant who needs it and
while he recognises that some
tenants have problems with
substance abuse he feels that
they should be treated with
the same respect as others.
John loves his unit for
its great views and large
windows that allow fresh air
and he appreciates Matavai’s
closeness to public transport,
giving access to many
areas and facilities. Despite
waiting a long time for the
carpet to be replaced after
water damage from a burst
hot-water tank, John has
no desire to live anywhere
else. In fact, he says, “They
will have to call for the
coppers and carry me out of
here!” Although he does not
belong to any community
group he enjoys the many
entertainments provided
on Waterloo Green, such as
Family Day on April 23.
John was very upset
by the initial news of
the redevelopment of
Waterloo and his anxiety
and puzzlement have not
been alleviated by either
the public meeting held
at the NCIE nor follow-up
letters. He points out that
the first letter implied the
development was necessitated
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by the railway station which would
be at Waterloo Green but the
follow-up letter places the railway
in a different location which would
not affect the towers. He believes
the government is not only looking
for quick money from selling
off Waterloo (and other) public
housing stock to multinationals
but also wants to banish the poor
from areas close to the city.
Another of his concerns is the
lack of clarity in government
statements. He says that most
people are anxious about the fact
that they have not been provided
with a timeline but rather vague
and inconsistent statements.
One such statement claims that
the redevelopment will take place
over 15 years, but as he says
many of the elderly tenants will
not live to see their promised
return to the area. In addition, as
there are around 5,000 tenants in
public housing in Waterloo, how
is it possible that they can all be
accommodated in circumstances
similar to their housing in Waterloo?
John is also puzzled by the
fact that new tenants are still
being brought into the tower.
Quite extensive repairs are being
made on a daily basis, old kitchens
are being completely replaced and
the laundries wired up for new
pay-as-you-use dryers. The waste
of money is huge if the buildings,
which are in perfectly good
condition, are to be demolished.
Another issue that bothers him
is the fate of the many animals
kept as companions by the elderly.
He sees people regularly walking
their dogs and talking to them as if
they are other people. These people
love their dogs and it would be
“inhumane” to separate the animals
from their human companions.
What would happen to the dogs?
There has been no real
consultation and John would
like to see a letter from the
government that clearly answers
the questions tenants have.

RICHARD
WEEKS
RICHARD Weeks is a widower
in his late 60s, father of three
daughters and grandfather of six.
He is a war veteran and a retired
teacher, whose last posting was
at the University of Technology,
Sydney, for two years. Richard
lives in the Daniel Solander
building, one of the high-rises to
be demolished in the proposed
redevelopment
Richard believes the government
has lied to the tenants of public
housing about when, where
and how they will be moved.
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Community News from
the Newtown Electorate
Have you received your copy of our Newtown Electorate
Community News?

Jandyra da Cruz Photo: Claire Mahjoub

On several occasions Housing
Minister Brad Hazzard has said
that tenants can be relocated to
Waterloo within two years, a
promise still being expressed in
the latest memo sent to tenants
(dated March 8, 2016, from
Mandy Young, District Director
at FACS). Most tenants don’t
believe that it is logistically
possible to carry out this promise.
Furthermore, it is unlikely that
any developer for whom profit
is the bottom line would invest
billions of dollars in building
private properties alongside
public housing properties.
Richard, like other interviewees,
says that uncertainty is the
most stressful consequence of
the minister’s announcement.
He feels that he is just waiting
for someone to knock on his door
and say that he has six months to
move. If he refuses the alternate
accommodation offered there is no
possibility of further negotiation.
Minister Hazzard specifically
stated several times at the NCIE
meeting that tenants could move
wherever they wanted. Richard has
this to say to the Minister: What if
I wish to move to a four-bedroom
penthouse in Point Piper with
harbour views? He joked that if
he were moved to a penthouse it
would save the government the cost
of moving him back into Waterloo.
Richard would miss the
Waterloo community very much
and consequently has become
involved in a team community
action. The local Neighbourhood
Advisory Board (NAB) has
voiced disappointment over the
proposed redevelopment from the
parameters within which they
have to operate. They have been
doing a good job. However, there
is also a need for direct action
from the tenants and Richard has
taken action across several fronts.
First, he has a petition ready to
be launched in Parliament to stop
the sale of the land in Waterloo.
The petition is NOT to stop any
upgrades or improvements in the

area only to stop the sale of public
land. The government can upgrade
the area without selling the land.
Secondly, Richard doesn’t
believe that a railway station is
necessary for Waterloo. He has
endeavoured to set up small groups
to assist him in fighting the Baird
government and Richard would
like to remind the premier he has a
casual job at the moment! Further,
Premier Baird’s first and foremost
responsibility is to adhere to the
needs of the constituents of NSW
and not the needs of developers.
Thirdly, Richard is organising
splinter committees representing
different ethnic origins, for
instance, Chinese, Russian and
Spanish people. He would like to
have a representative from each
of those committees join him in
the fight to make the government
more responsive to the needs
of the Waterloo residents.
Richard has a strong belief
that people power is the
strongest tool and most effective
weapon in any fight against the
government. It’s important that
everyone, including the elderly
and vulnerable, feel they have
some input into their own destiny.
The pen is mightier than the sword!
Richard feels that change has
already begun. Two months ago
all the tenants had was a letter
from, and a meeting with, an
aggressive minister, and today
they have a petition with over
500 signatures and 17 volunteers
assisting with the petition.
The local, state and national
media have become involved.
Local businesses have also come
on board, as have private residents
within and outside the Waterloo
area. “We welcome anybody else
who is interested,” he says.
Richard feels that he now knows
what it felt like for Aboriginal
people when they were pushed out
of their home – Australia. Premier
Baird, he argues, is taking away
culture and community. “He can
give us a new house somewhere,
S
but it is NOT our home.”

This regular newsletter is designed to keep you up to date on
our work and what is happening in our neighbourhoods, local
issues, community campaigns, and local organisations & groups.
It should have made its way to your letterbox a couple of weeks
ago. Please call our office on 9517 2800 if you haven’t seen it and
we can post one to you.
Accessible Public Transport
People with a disability, parents with young children, cyclists
and other people with mobility issues shouldn’t be excluded
from participating fully in our community. It’s time that the
Government made sure that train stations, bus services and other
public transport are fully accessible.
Let us know if there are other places or services within the
electorate of Newtown where accessibility is an issue at
jennyleong.org/accessibility
Recognising Community Leaders
As the Local Member, I am able to draw the attention of the
NSW Parliament to the individuals and groups doing great work
in our community to build a strong, diverse and equitable society.
Recently I’ve acknowledged the Sydney Story Factory in Redfern,
the campaigners fighting the WestConnex tollroad and the
students at Newtown High School who successfully campaigned
to introduce an inclusive uniform policy.
If you know of a person or group whose work should be
acknowledged, please let our office know by email to
newtown@parliament.nsw.gov.au or by phone on 9517 2800.
More Schools Needed
Our public schools need additional resources to cope with
increasing student numbers. We already need a new public high
school in the inner city, and government plans to increase housing
density means that there will be even more school students in
coming years. We need to act now to make sure our local schools
have enough classrooms, playing fields and open spaces.
Tell us your thoughts on local schools at jennyleong.org/ourschools
What Do You Care About?
One of the best things about our community is our shared
passion for equality, justice and protecting the environment.
Our inner city area is celebrated for its diversity, inclusivity, and
active community that works hard to protect what makes our
suburbs so special. As a community, we’re facing pressures from
overdevelopment, obscene housing costs, and a stripping back of
essential public services.
Let us know what matters to you by filling out our short
community survey at jennyleong.org/the-issues-that-matter.

Regards,

Jenny Leong, MP for Newtown
Can we help?
If you are concerned about a local issue or office can assist you
with a specific matter, please get in touch.

Authorised by
Jenny Leong MP
State Member for Newtown

Toby with Eleni Photo: Claire Mahjoub

Eddie with Felix Photo: Claire Mahjoub

383 King St, Newtown, NSW 2042
T: 02 9517 2800 F: 02 9230 3352
Newtown@parliament.nsw.gov.au
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Beauty shines amid social change
EMILY STRANEY

REDFERN: Through gentrification
this inner-city suburb has seen a
displacement of people. Local art
and activist group SquatSpace began
hosting the Tour of Beauty through
Redfern in 2005. A collective of
locals share their stories and
insights into social change and
the meaning of community.
The first 15 of these tours were
conducted up until 2009. This year,
marking the 10-year anniversary of
the Tour of Beauty, people are invited
to revisit points around Redfern to
see what has changed, or engage with
the Tour of Beauty for the first time.
The tour begins at Keg de Souza’s
aptly named We Built This City at
16 Vine Street. A mosaic of tents
and tarps are sewn together to
create a walk-in installation. Sitting
atop plaid laundry-bag seats,

encircling birds-eye-view maps of
Redfern, this temporary structure
sets the tone of displacement.
From there it’s a short walk up
to The Block to meet one of the
most dynamic speakers of the tour,
Aunty Jenny Munro. The Redfern
local, Aboriginal activist and CEO at
Mudgin-Gal Women’s Centre, speaks
her mind, telling how she believes
current projects to rejuvenate Redfern
are nothing more than thinly-veiled
attempts at moving the Indigenous
community of Redfern out.
The tour bus pulls in for pick-up and
the group spend the afternoon visiting
sites in the Redfern-Waterloo area. We
hear from REDWatch spokesperson
Geoff Turnbull on UrbanGrowth’s
proposed changes along the Centralto-Eveleigh corridor. It provides a
reminder of what has transpired
since the tours a decade ago.
Waterloo resident and activist
Ross Smith meets us at the NSW

Housing complex on Phillip Street.
Below the tall towers, amid the
shadows they cast, elderly onlookers
sit in their deck chairs. They watch
the tour group gathered on the
grass to talk about the history of
the estate, and what it means for
people who have spent their lives
here to face the prospect of leaving.
Finally, with the sunset providing
a fitting backdrop, we finish the tour
at the 40,000 Years Mural opposite
Redfern station. Artists Chico Monks,
who teaches at Eora TAFE, and Bianca
Hester, member of Space Place and
Country at Sydney College of the Arts,
guide us through the work to be done
in restoring the community mural,
and emphasise the importance of it
S
being done right. 
SquatSpace are artists and activists
engaged with the politics and pleasures
of space in the city. From auspicious
beginnings at the Broadway Squats
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The dark side of social media
KATIE GOMPERTZ

Social media. We love it don’t
we? It keeps us connected,
with friends, colleagues and
dear Granny Dee in the UK.
What would we do without it?
Well we would perhaps talk
more and acknowledge social
boundaries better for starters.
Perusing Facebook the
other day I came across a
rather nefarious thread about
family violence. Me being me
I just had to delve in to talk
about important things like
statistics, the severe lack
of safe refuges for anyone
escaping family violence, the
government’s lack of policy
change on several issues and
the woeful lip service Mr
Turnbull pays to the likes of our
incredible outgoing Australian
of the Year Rosie Batty and
our new honourable Australian
of the Year David Morrison. I
say lip service as that is all it
appears to be; no law reviews
on breaching AVOs, no policy
changes on services and no
extra funding for refuges, legal
representation or counselling.
Anyway I digress. One poster
took a dislike to many of our
opinions on the post. Fine –
everyone is allowed an opinion,
right? But what they said caught
my attention like nothing else.
He said, and I quote, “why
should I listen to anything you
have to say after all, a woman’s
word is worth only half that
of a man’s.” Say what? I was
aghast, but it reminded me

we have a long fight ahead of
us with regards to attitudes
to women and the intrinsic
connection to family violence.
His name was Bill. I was
curious so I clicked on his
profile. Wow, he looked so
normal, I would age him around
mid 60s, a granddad, gorgeous
grandkiddies, a good steady
job at a university. I wonder
… would he have said that
to my face if we were having
dinner or a drink after work?
That’s the thing about social
media and the knife-edge we
are on; it gives us courage, not
only to fight for causes we are
passionate about but also to
say whatever the hell we want
as there are no consequences,
right? Wrong! Wrong Bill, wrong
wrong wrong! Don’t be like Bill.
Keyboard warriors, trolls,
keyboard courage: There are
a whole heap of names for
people whose main objective
in life seems to be to come up
the nastiest vitriol imaginable
and inflict it on whoever is
in the proverbial firing line.
I wonder if Bill really honestly
feels this way about women,
and more importantly, does
his wife know, his daughters
or his granddaughters? Do
they know that as far as he is
concerned what they have to
say is only half as important
as what he has to say?
So what’s the connection
between family violence and
social media? Well again it
comes back to the basics,
how women are viewed
in society, and from my

experience in social media,
they are viewed very poorly.
This last year has seen its
fair share of keyboard warriors
that have targeted women and
many events were very high
profile. Clementine Ford springs
to mind. Clementine is a rare
person, who has the courage to
stick to her morals and calls out
bad behaviour whenever she
observes it, hears it or reads it.
She doesn’t back down, even
in the face of incredibly violent
and misogynistic messages
and emails she receives daily.
I read her page daily and am
constantly shocked at the
violence directed towards her.
Talitha Stone is another
who crosses my mind. She
was on the receiving end of
death threats from the fans
of a US rapper in 2013 and
again last year after she was
involved in a petition to have
his visa revoked for inciting
violence against women.
Again, would these people
threaten these things if they
were sitting opposite Talitha
or Clementine? Part of me
hopes they wouldn’t but that’s
irrelevant now. What this is
really about is anonymity.
Having anonymity gives
people great courage to speak
their mind. So whether they
would say it out loud doesn’t
matter – that view/opinion is
there, it exists in their mind,
tainting their family and friends
and tainting others’ lives.
The most recent occurrence
was the astonishing attack on
Greens MP Jenny Leong on

At the Carriageworks tour stop Alice Anderson and Alexander Turnbull from
REDWatch talk about affordable housing and other issues Photo: Kat Hines

in 2000, they have evolved to be a
“spaceless” organisation.
The Tour of Beauty (final Tour on May
14), hosted by SquatSpace, is presented
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Women dead from
domestic violence in April

by Keg de Souza as part of the Sydney
Biennale 2016. See www.biennaleofsydney.
com.au/20bos/events/keg-de-souzaredfernwaterloo-tour-of-beauty
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Women dead from
domestic violence in Australia in 2016

IMPORTANT LINKS
COAST SHELTER www.coastshelter.org.au/kara.html
VINNIES www.vinnies.org.au/page/Find_Help/NSW/Domestic_and_family_violence/
Crisis_Accomodation_For_Women_and_Children_Escaping_Domestic_Violence
FAMILY RELATIONSHIP ADVICE LINE 1800 050 321 or www.familyrelationships.gov.au
HEADSPACE www.headspace.org.au
KIDSMATTER www.kidsmatter.edu.au
In the event that you have a child who has been in an unsafe home, or if one is known
to you, these are the services available to you in NSW: www.health.nsw.gov.au/mhdao/
Pages/camhs.aspx

DO YOU NEED SUPPORT?
• If you feel you need to find somewhere safe, Jan from the Moving
Forward organisation can be contacted on 9599 3217 or email at
manager@movingforward.org.au.
• If you or somebody you know is in immediate danger, call 000 now.
• 1800 RESPECT is a 24-hour hotline for any Australian who has
experienced, or is at risk of, family and domestic violence.
Call 1800 RESPECT (1800 737 732) or visit www.1800respect.org.au
• Safe Steps is a 24-hour family violence response centre. Call 1800 015 188
or visit www.safesteps.org.au
• Lifeline provides all Australians with access to 24-hour crisis support and
suicide prevention services. Call 13 11 14 or visit www.lifeline.org.au
• Relationships Australia provides support services for individuals, families
and communities. Call 1300 364 277 or visit www.relationships.org.au

her social media pages. Abuse
included calling her father “a
swamp monkey”. What is more
astonishing is this latest crop
of trolling was instigated and
supported by many, including
some senior, members of the
NSW police force. The police
force? The people who are
supposed to protect us? Yes,
them. A sad state of affairs
and one that I hope prompts
serious lessons to be learned.
My rule on social media is

always: “Would I say it to their
faces?” If the answer is no then
I don’t bother, if the answer is
yes and I can defend my position
I continue. This doesn’t stop
me getting into many wars
of words with faceless and
sometimes nameless people but
I take on board the words of
David Morrison: “The standard
you walk past, is the standard
you accept.” So I don’t walk
past, and I don’t accept.

S

This page is sponsored by Uniting, the Board of the NSW and ACT Synod of the Uniting Church
responsible for the work of community services, chaplaincy and social justice advocacy.
www.uniting.org

... to inspire people, enliven
communities and confront injustice
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Hosting the stranger
FA I T H
ANDREW COLLIS

IN the Gospel according to Matthew,
Jesus teaches that heaven awaits all
those (of any or no particular religion)
who feed the hungry, welcome the
stranger, clothe the naked, comfort the
sick and visit the imprisoned (Matthew
25:31-46). Authentic faith is hospitality
– hospitality is true religion.

cartoon: norrie mAy-welby

E DI T O R I A L
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“The tree which moves some to tears
of joy is in the eyes of others only a green
thing that stands in the way. Some see
nature all ridicule and deformity ... and
some scarce see nature at all. But to the
eyes of the man of imagination, nature
is imagination itself” (William Blake).
On Sunday evening May 1, we sat
looking up at a majestic Moreton Bay
Fig tree on the corner of Alison Road
and Anzac Parade, Moore Park. Its
dense canopy extended tens of metres,
its lifespan several times our own.
Sometime in the first week of May it
is likely that the tree will no longer be,
along with others along Anzac Parade,
Wansey Road and Alison Road which
are being chopped down or pruned to
make way for the CBD and South East
Light Rail (CSELR). The tree clearing
first began in December last year. A
total of more than 1,200 trees (some
900 of which are heritage listed or
significant), some 10 hectares of urban
tree canopy, will be impacted by the
$2.1-billion light rail, which will run
from Circular Quay to Kingsford.
Trees give sustenance, shade and
shelter, provide oxygen, improve air
quality, ameliorate climate, conserve
water, preserve soil and support
wildlife. With roots deep in the earth

and crowns dancing in the sky, the
strength, long lifespan and beauty of
trees are inspiring.
The business case and traffic impact
study for the light rail have been kept
secret, and serious concerns have been
raised about the transport benefits
of the project. Like WestConnex, the
project has been shielded from public
scrutiny. Like the plans of the Sydney
Cricket and Sports Ground Trust to
seize parts of Moore Park for sporting
and attendant car parking facilities,
exposed by the ABC’s Background
Briefing in March, the light rail impacts
on public parklands for questionable
public benefit. Even the discovery of
more than 22,000 Aboriginal artefacts
has been insufficient to halt the works.
The CSELR is just one of a number
of infrastructure projects underway in
Sydney that have bypassed standard
planning processes put in place to
ensure that billions of dollars of public
money are well spent.
Community groups Sydney Light Rail
Action Group, Save Sydney’s Trees and
Keeping Randwick’s Trees, the Total
Environment Centre and hundreds of
people who participated in a rally on
the afternoon of May 1 are calling for
a stop to the destruction of the trees, a
parliamentary inquiry into the project,
and a better solution to public transport
needs in Sydney’s east. And community
members gather nightly at Moore Park
S
in a vigil to save our trees.

The hidden costs of ‘urban renewal’
COM M E N T
JULIE FOREMAN

REDEVELOPMENT, urban renewal or
sales of public housing estates result
in hidden health and social costs for
people living through these changes.
It is important to acknowledge these
costs and explore options to reduce
them.
T he Ten a nt s Un ion h a s h ad
strong links with those impacted by
redevelopments or urban renewal
in a number of areas across Sydney,
from the south-west to the inner
city. Both anecdotal evidence and
research tell us that health and social
impacts are significant. During past
redevelopments, community workers,
population health staff and school
principals have identified increased
stress, anxiety and worry, which have
been manifest in more mental health
episodes and increased notifications to
social services.
A community health survey in
Macquarie Fields undertaken in 2010
reported that 59 per cent of respondents
experienced some negative health
and wellbeing effects due to being
moved because of a public housing
sales program. Those who felt these
impacts were more likely to be longterm older residents with strong ties to
the community and local area. (Judith

Stubbs and Associates, “Macquarie
Fields Community Health Survey:
A Report Created by the Macarthur
Housing Coalition”, 2010.)
The European Journal of Public
Health has also published research
regarding the impact of relocations on
older residents. Danermark, Ekstrom
and Bodin analysed the effects of the
residential relocations of 22,579 elderly
persons in Sweden, and considered
both those who had been forced to
move and those who moved for other
reasons. Compared to the death rate
for non-movers, the death rate for
those forced to move because of urban
renewal was almost 50 per cent higher.
The death rate for those moving for
other reasons was no higher than that
for non-movers. (Danemark, Berth D,
Ekstrom, Mats E, and Bodin, Lennart
L, “Effects of Residential Relocation on
Mortality and Morbidity Among Elderly
People”, European Journal of Public
Health, Vol. 6 1996 No. 3, pp 212-217.)
Quotes from residents from Minto
and Waterloo flesh out the statistics:
“(When you move) you lose your
friends, you get really emotional …
you’ve lost your community.”
“I’ve been dreaming about bulldozers
and the kids have been crying.”
“The community is really being
ripped to pieces.”
“Why do I have to lose my home, my
community, my security?”
“I feel like my life will be on hold for

Hosting the Stranger: Between
Religions (edited by Richard Kearney and
James Taylor) features ten meditations
on the theme of interreligious hospitality
by eminent scholars and practitioners
from five different wisdom traditions:
Jewish, Christian, Hindu, Buddhist and
Islamic. First published in 2011, it’s a
wonderful resource for anyone interested
in religious and ethical imperatives.
By gathering thinkers from different
religious traditions around the same
timely topic of what it means to “host the
stranger”, the book enacts the hospitality
it investigates, facilitating a hopeful
and constructive dialogue between the
world’s major religions.
Philosopher Paul Ricoeur’s analogy
between religions and different languages
informs a sensitive, flexible methodology.
Just as a translator mediates between a
host and guest language, so must the
participants in interreligious dialogue
translate and transit between their own
religion and those of others.
Hospitality is a central and inaugural
event in wisdom traditions. It marks
that moment when the self opens to
the stranger and welcomes what is
foreign and unfamiliar into its home.
Judaism tells of Abraham and Sarah
welcoming the three wanderers in the

desert. Christianity speaks of Mary’s
encounter with the angel/visitor as
a moment of receptivity to a Word
becoming flesh. Islam teaches hospitality
to the stranger as a core principle of
the Koran. Hinduism recognises the
guest as a manifestation of the divine.
Buddhism cherishes a radical hospitality
of “interbeing” as a way of overcoming
illusory antagonisms between friend
and enemy.
The common root of hospitality and
hostility – hostis – carries a sense of
primary wager between welcome and
exclusion. Hosting the stranger is always
a risk. It is an act of daring and trust,
of bold compassion and justice, never
a matter of cheap grace or easy virtue.
While it is sometimes tempting to
retreat behind familiar doctrines and
rituals, the discernment of wisdom
within one’s own tradition (never
straightforward or final) is aided by
encounter with others. I often perceive
more keenly the gifts and contradictions,
promises and limitations of my own
Christian faith in dialogue with those
of Jewish, Muslim, Hindu or Buddhist
convictions. Indigenous spirituality
is an enduring source of critique and
encouragement. Secular and atheist
voices, too, offer many insights and
correctives.
Moreover, the refusal to enter into
dialogue with other religions speaks
a violence of exclusion. And many
of the worst wars have been fuelled
by per ver ted relig ious customs.
Interreligious empathy, imagination
and compassion are essential antidotes
to the most egregious excesses of blind
faith and fundamentalism. Exchanging
sacred stories can foster tolerance and
healing.
A story from the Bhaghavata Purana

about poor Sudama who journeys to
visit his wealthy friend Krishna (in
an essay by Kalpana Seshadri) offers
the assurance that emptiness and
nothingness (symbolised by Sudama’s
gift of puffed rice as well as his own
existential nakedness) may be bearers
of hope and prosperity.
From a Buddhist perspective, John
Mak ransky notes that through a
conceptualising process we often label
others as strangers in the sense that
they are mistaken for our own limiting
thoughts of them. Emptiness of self
and other offers a groundless intimacy
in which no one can be sensed as a
stranger.
Marianne Moyaert’s reading of Genesis
18:1-33 (divine revelation in and through
an encounter with three wanderers)
asks: “Why does the story shift from God
as Abraham’s visitor and conversation
partner to the three wayfarers, without
a word of explanation?” The story,
Moyaert suggests, presents Abraham as
preeminent example of an other-oriented
hospitality – Abraham allows God to
wait until the strangers are provided for.
Joseph Lumbard speaks of hospitality
as two-directional, involving selfless
giving and receiving. Drawing on
Islamic scriptures, he suggests that
other-oriented hospitality teaches both
one’s “nothingness before God” and one’s
S
“potential sanctity”.
Most of the essays were originally
delivered as papers at seminars and
conferences organised by the International
Guestbook Project inaugurated by Richard
Kearney at Boston College. The ongoing
Guestbook Project aims to create a “global
classroom without walls” on the subject of
host and guest, self and stranger, hostility
and hospitality www.guestbookproject.org

Why is public housing in such demand?
OP I N ION
ROSS SMITH

THE longstanding waiting lists for
public housing give a clear indication
t hat t he pr ivate sec tor rent a l
marketplace is failing to meet the
demand for safe and secure housing
for tens of thousands of people in NSW.
This failure to meet marketplace
expectations has increased over the
years despite the tightening of public
housing eligibility criteria to the point
that anyone in permanent employment
is deemed not able to apply for housing,
and despite the government’s oftrepeated mantra that public housing is
the stepping-stone to home ownership.
A re-examination of the government
policies around housing supply is
urgently needed.
Perhaps the first step towards redress
would be to acknowledge that housing
the next five years.”
“How are you going to deal with all the
extra parking needed?”
“I am afraid of moving away from my
health supports and friends.”
In Waterloo, where there is a longer
lead time before any relocations take
place, there is a real opportunity to reduce
negative health and social impacts. We
already know what can make a difference:
Conducting a comprehensive social
impact assessment and developing a
social plan that enables residents and
others working with residents to reduce
the negative impacts.
Decision-makers publically
acknowledging the negative impacts
which normalises residents’ responses
and builds trust and respect between
stakeholders.
Providing resources to enable residents
to meet collectively, discover the reasons

is not a commodity for short-term
speculation or a vehicle for wealth
accumulation. Rather, it is the place
for people to raise a family and the
base from which they can be part of a
community – that is, a home.
Achievement of the first step requires
educating the financial sector to shift
their lending priorities from financing
spec u lat ion to f i na nc i n g home
ownership. Lending practices also need
to be of a responsible manner to avoid
the creation of economic stress for those
wishing to purchase their home.
The second step towards redress
would be to recognise the fallacy of
promoting home ownership as the
major criteria of social acceptability
and the resultant denigration of those
who are not homeowners. In most
established first world countries there
is a substantial portion of the people
who are permanent renters of properties
owned by genuine long-term investors.
This situation frees up money to be used
for, and context of, their distress. Only
when this opportunity to talk, be listened
to and listen to others is provided can
meaningful solutions be developed by
residents for residents.
O f te n, gove r n me nt s a nd e ve n
communities are not aware of the local
strengths reflected in informal community
supports that assist residents to maintain
their wellbeing. Mapping these supports
can be a vital way to recognise them and
enable their continuation during a time
of change.
Waterloo is, however, facing unique
challenges. Firstly, the numbers of people
affected and the lengthy duration of these
effects will mean that carefully planned
and sustained community development
will be needed. We know this works
best when it is implemented by nongovernment organisations working with
residents.

to provide employment and commercial
opportunity to the broader community
instead of creating income for the
financial sector.
The third step towards redress would
be the removal of taxation concessions
that fuel speculation in housing at the
expense of the public purse. Australia
is one of the very few countries in the
world, if not the only one, that subsidise
personal loss-making “investments”
through the public purse. Removing
these concessions would reduce the
cost of buying a home and allow
genuine long-term investors back into
the marketplace.
Will the powers that be dance the
three-step polka, or will they leave
their heads firmly buried in the sand?
The length of the genuine waiting
list for public housing is the true
barometer of the health of the private
sector housing marketplace. The length
of even the shortened waiting list is a
S
call for an ambulance.
Secondly, many health services used
by local residents are located in an area
where landlords have already received
compulsory acquisition notices to enable
work to begin on the metro station. These
notices require the premises to be vacated
by January 2017. Plans must be developed
now for the replacement of these services
in both the short and long term.
Large scale redevelopments across
Sydney began in 2001. Some 15 years on,
many communities, government workers,
academics and community workers have
witnessed the problems that can arise and
what can be done to reduce the negative
impacts. Failure to address these issues
and learn from the past will not only
be expensive for government, it will be
S
negligent.
Julie Foreman is Executive Officer
of the Tenants Union.
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A turtle swims over the bleached coral at Heron Island on the Great Barrier Reef, February 2016 Photo: XL Catlin Seaview Survey

White reefs – Nature’s cry for
action on climate change
When Tony Fontes set off from California in 1980 his plan was to travel the world as a back-packing dive instructor.
But his first stop was the Whitsundays and that was it. He never left. “The Great Barrier Reef is the most magic
environment on the planet. As a diver you can’t do better. It was, and still is, amazing,” Fontes said.
F E AT U R E
MARK SYMONS

THE newcomer became a keen
student of the reef, soaking up its
many nuances. In the summers
he noticed that small patches of
coral would turn totally white. “I
didn’t really pay much attention
to it because in a few weeks they
would return to normal,” he said.
That changed forever in 1998.
For the first time researchers
recorded severe bleaching events
on coral reefs in every region of
the world. Scientists declared it the
first global coral bleaching event.
Half the reefs on the Great Barrier
Reef were impacted. “For the first
time there was coral that just didn’t
come back. It died, was covered
in algae, and that was that. “Even
back then people said it was climate
change. You start to think ‘what’s
going to happen next summer?’”
That same year Paul Marshall
was at James Cook University. He
and a fellow PhD student heard
about the bleaching and headed
out onto the reef to do some
research. “The Great Barrier Reef
had always seemed so magnificent
and large and unassailable that we
thought it was somewhat immune
from bleaching. But seeing huge
amounts of coral die was the kick
in the guts that made me realise the
reef actually wasn’t immune from
the effects of human activities.
In the years ahead Dr Marshall
went on to become founder and
director of the Climate Change
Program at the Great Barrier Reef

Marine Park Authority (GBRMPA).
“The bleaching was so widespread
and dramatic you could actually
survey for bleaching by looking out
the window of a plane and picking
the white reef,” said Marshall. “We
saw bleaching that spanned two
thousand kilometres north to south.”
The first mass coral bleaching
event ever recorded for Western
Australia occurred during the 2010-11
summer. Reefs from the Montebello
and Barrow Islands in the north to
Rottnest Island in the south were
hit by an underwater heatwave
peaking at up to five degrees Celsius
above long-term averages. For the
first time significant bleaching was
recorded at the World Heritage-listed
Ningaloo Reef. In one section of
Ningaloo, live coral cover crashed
from 80 per cent to 6 per cent.

enabled corals to thrive. The algae
turn sunlight into energy and up
to 95 per cent of the nutrients they
make are leaked to the coral.
However, when the water is
warmer than normal for weeks on
end and there is bright sunshine,
the algae go into overdrive and can
produce toxic levels of oxygen.
As a self-defence mechanism the
corals shed the algae. Coral polyps are
actually clear; it is the zooxanthellae
that give coral its beautiful colour.
Without their zooxanthellae, corals
no longer receive enough food. When
bleaching is prolonged, they can die.
As Ove Hoegh-Guldberg, Director
of the Global Change Institute, wrote
in The Conversation: “Climate change
has been driving up sea temperatures.
“When natural variability
adds to this trend, such as during

Administration’s Coral Reef Watch
Coordinator Mark Eakin said:
“We are currently experiencing
the longest global coral bleaching
event ever observed. We may be
looking at a 2-to-2½-year-long
event. Some areas have already seen
bleaching two years in a row.”
And that’s the biggest concern
for Dr Terry Done, formerly the
Senior Principal Research Scientist
at the Australian Institute of Marine
Science. “Coral communities have
a good capacity to bounce back
but they need a decade or more
between severe impacts. If they get
clobbered too frequently it’s not
just the corals in trouble; it’s all the
other species which live in, on and
among the corals,” Done said.
Aside from their natural beauty,
coral reefs are extremely valuable

We saw bleaching that spanned two thousand
kilometres north to south...
Corals are actually tiny animals
called polyps. They live in colonies of
hundreds, thousands or even millions
of individuals. Hard corals extract
chemicals from seawater to create
the limestone cups in which they
live. Over decades these limestone
cups build up to create a reef.
Millions of years ago coral polyps
started allowing microscopic algae
called zooxanthellae to live inside
their cells. It was a development that

El Niño, temperatures now
exceed the threshold for mass
coral bleaching and death.”
The Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change, the leading
international body for the assessment
of climate change, states that mass
bleaching and coral death “is the
most widespread and conspicuous
impact of climate change”.
By February 2016, the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric

ecosystems. Coral reefs account for
up to 12 per cent of the fish caught in
tropical countries, and up to 25 per
cent of the fish caught by developing
nations. They protect shorelines
from storm surges and cyclones,
and more than 100 countries benefit
from the tourism and recreational
value of their coral reefs.
While there is now wide
acceptance that climate change is
causing bleaching that wasn’t the

case when Paul Marshall started at
GBRMPA. “It was really hard to talk
about bleaching and climate change
because politicians don’t want to
hear about problems. But you can’t
really talk about coral bleaching
without talking about causes and the
biggest cause is climate change. So
it’s been really interesting to see a
shift in the willingness of government
staff to talk about the importance
of dealing with climate change.”
One of the turning points was
the emergence of a new concept:
improving the resilience of the
reef. “Resilience was a way of
understanding that there’s stuff
we can do to help the reef cope
with climate change. There was
science to back it up. We now
know that corals exposed to poor
water quality, particularly elevated
nutrients, will bleach at a lower
temperature,” said Dr Marshall.
“These excess nutrients, mostly
from agriculture, wash off the land
and also cause crown of thorns
starfish outbreaks which destroy
coral. Sediments, made worse by
clearing in reef catchments, inhibit
the recovery of coral communities.
“Every person can take action to
help coral reefs cope with climate
change. It could be personal action
to reduce your own greenhouse
gas emissions. It might be having
a strong voice in the public and
political debate about the need to
transition to renewable energy.
Or if you’re a farmer or fisher or
someone who lives on the coast you
might be able to reduce pollution
flowing to the reef,” Marshall said.
As for Tony Fontes, he hopes to be
S
a 90-year-old diving on the reef.
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A courier delivers target animals to Benson Archery, Parramatta Road, Granville Photo: Lyndal Irons

Roadside reportage
SSH
LYNDAL Irons, 2015 Pool Grant recipient,
announces her highly anticipated exhibition,
On Parramatta Road, opening Friday May 13
at Articulate Project Space, Leichhardt. This
unique body of work will be featured as part of
this year’s Head On Photo Festival, the largest
and most prestigious photo festival in Australia.
On Parramatta Road documents and preserves
Australia’s first highway, a stretch perpetually
threatened by change. It is a field study of life
on a road considered dead, across car yards,
brothels, bed shops and around 20 suburbs of
greater Sydney.
Together, they form a living museum of greater
Sydney: its affluence, issues and heritage.
The artist says: “I aim to restore a sense of
journey to a road better known for daily transit.
Part documentary photography and part road
trip, my series preserves today’s road for future
reference and encourages a deepened experience
of everyday life.”
Lyndal Irons is a Sydney-based photographer
focused on local reportage. In 2013 she was chosen

as one of the top four Australian photographers
under 30 in the Qantas Spirit of Youth Awards
(SOYA). Her work has been exhibited at the
Australian Centre for Photography, Elizabeth
Street Gallery, as a finalist in the Sydney Life
Photographic Competition (2011, 2012) and
at the State Library of NSW where it is held in
collection. Lyndal was also a finalist for the 2015
Bowness Prize from the Monash Gallery of Art.
As recipient of the 2015 Pool Grant, Lyndal has
been supported and mentored by the artists of The
Pool Collective. The Pool Grant is an initiative
that provides one year of mentorship and $10,000
to an emerging artist for the fulfilment of their
own personal photographic series. The recipient
of the 2016 Pool Grant will be announced on
opening night of On Parramatta Road by special
guest judge Jess Scully, director of Vivid Ideas
and curator of TedxSydney and Junket.
On Parramatta Road
Lyndal Irons
Opening 6-8pm, Friday May 13
Articulate Project Space
497 Parramatta Rd, Leichhardt
May 13-29, 2016
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“Kennedy Hill”, 2016 Photo: Ingetje Tadros

Confronting images – say
No to community closures
SSH
INGETJE Tadros, a Dutch woman who moved
to Broome 12 years ago with her Egyptian
husband to establish a café, is also a highly
talented photographer. Five years ago Tadros
picked up the camera and recorded what she saw
in the Indigenous communities in and around
Broome. The results are strong and confronting
to a population who believe their government is
doing all it can for Aboriginal people.
The exhibition aims to counter the Western
Australian government’s plan to close over 100
Aboriginal communities in so-called remote areas
of the state. The exhibition is a feature of the Head
On Photo Festival.

Curator Sandy Edwards says: “These photographs
are strong and uncompromising in their portrayal
of how things are in certain parts of Australia,
a country we value for its egalitarianism. The
treatment of Indigenous cultures is shameful not
only in Australia (all over the world) and Australia
is judged internationally. Yet we as white Australians
are protected from seeing the way things truly are.
These images will go a long way to change that. I
believe that we are mature enough as a nation to
be shown this reality in 2016.”
This Is My Country
Ingetje Tadros
Curated by Sandy Edwards (ARTHERE)
107 Projects, 107 Redfern Street, Redfern
Until Sunday May 8, 2016

REDFERN .. WATERLOO
Redfern .. Waterloo is a series of art photographs
by street photographer Gary Bonner of the
current landscape illuminating the changing
faces of the suburbs of Waterloo and Redfern.
The project aims to document the built environment as well as the
communities living now amid awareness that gentrification and
the proposed redevelopment may change the area forever.
The project is funded through the City of Sydney’s Matching Grant program
under the auspices of South Sydney Community Aid. All proceeds from

REDFERN
Project 107
107 Redfern St Redfern
Dates TBC

the sale of artworks will be donated to South Sydney Community Aid.
With thanks to Gary Bonner, Tury To (Project Co-ordinator) and Bill
Yan (Volunteer Co-ordinator) and all volunteers for the project.

WATERLOO
The Orchard Gallery
56a Raglan St Waterloo
Dates TBC
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The Reviews
Theatre Review
by Catherine Skipper

Shut Up and Drive
Written by Daniela Giorgi
with Paul Gilchrist
Directed by Paul Gilchrist
A subtlenuance/bAKEHOUSE production
King Cross Theatre (King’s Cross Hotel)
April 9-23, 2016.
Subtlenuance is a remarkable example
of a clever indie theatre company,
working in intimate spaces with
economical but effective staging. Shut
Up and Drive: Or Sex, Liberty and the
Automobile, an exploration of the car’s
place in Australian society and psyche,
is an especially engaging example of
their distinctive approach. In a fastpaced, revue style format this highenergy performance has its audience
both laughing at its satirical take on
our contemporary world and feeling
nostalgic for the passions of their youth.
Central to the action, as a symbol and
a versatile prop, the rounded front end of
a scarlet Hillman Super Minx projects
from the wall. The performance opens
with cast gathered around it, living the
teenage dream. The car is their passport
to freedom, enabling escape from both
parents and the constrictions of suburbia
to find romance by the ocean to the
accompaniment of the guitar. However,
as the sensitively sung “You don’t know
what you’ve got till it’s gone” suggests, the
very mobility made possible by the car
opened up the unspoiled beaches to the
parking lot, the hotel and shopping strip.
The evocative seaside sequence
vanishes as an auto executive takes
the stage. In a clever mixture of wit
and cynicism he pretends to devalue
humanity and valorise nature but
the bottom line is his real interest.
Enterprisingly he turns the Circle of
Care theory into a joke, totally freeing
himself from any responsibility for others
or to the future. However, in a return to
the seaside scenario the attractions of the
adventurous spirit in an eternal search
for “truly living” seems perilously close
to a rejection of personal responsibility
and inability to commit.
In an evocative sequence, the car’s
back seat becomes a private world
of fulfilled desire for young lovers.
Separated by a whole week and distance,
they come together in a world of passion
on Saturday night, the young woman’s
pleasure only slightly lessened by the
need to evade parental questioning about
her late return. For an excited young
man returning from a car chase movie,
the super-charged auto is an assertion
of his desire to transcend limitation
through sheer strength. However, a
car is also a massive steel weapon that
can accidentally maim and kill with
far-reaching repercussions for friends
and family. “I can’t breathe”, says a
traumatised sister of an accident victim.
When the executive makes his return
it is to respond to the challenge of the
car’s detractors. As a prolific user of the
world’s non-renewable resources and
contributor to air pollution, can the tide
be turning against the auto? An amusing

circle of cyclists mock their critics and
lycra jokes, and the executive’s acolytes
do their best to rebrand climate change
denial and to find the right stories to
sell their product. All they need, the
executive says, “is imagination used with
laser precision”.
Despite increasing road rage and
an intrusive nanny state, could we
surrender our addiction to this cultural
icon so entrenched in road movie and
pop song? Could our ever-expanding
circle of care include the sacrifice of
the car to the benefit of the cosmos?
The wonderfully versatile and spirited
cast, Robert Roworth, Michael Smith,
Maddy McWilliams, Kit Bennett,
Bonnie Kellett, Sam Glissan, Sonya
Kerr, Eli Saad, Jordie MacKinnon, Tom
Nauta, inspires us to reassess the intimate
role of the car in our lives and to leave
the show in high good humour.

The Tragedy of Antigone
With text from Eamon
Flack’s adaptation
Directed by Shy Magsalin
Presented by Ninefold Ensemble
Pact Theatre, Erskineville
April 20-30, 2016
While at first the refrain, ‘Non, je ne
regrette rien’, which underpins the action
of The Tragedy of Antigone, might seem a
strange choice, it is completely in keeping
with the dramatic irony that typifies
a Sophoclean tragedy. In this version,
Antigone has cause to regret an outcome
she would not have considered possible.
The performance opens with a
tableau-like stage arrangement. On
one side, a loving and solemn Antigone
(Erica J. Brennan) is presumably giving
her slain brother, Eteocles, the burial rites
that will ensure his soul’s transition to
the underworld. To the far left crouches
the figure of the blind seer, Tiresias
(Pollyanna Nowicki), whispering into
the ear of the Ferryman (Gideon PaytenGriffiths) waiting to carry the souls of
the dead across the Styx and Acheron
to Hades. In their shadow sit the silent
citizens of Thebes.
Enter centre stage the spectral figure
of the blinded Oedipus (Aslam Abdussamad). In a speech borrowed from
Oedipus Rex he provides a context for
the ensuing conflict between Antigone,
his daughter, and the new ruler of Thebes,
her aunt, Kreon. “War has just ended /
War between my sons / Both dead /
It is dark / All dark / It is Antigone’s
turn”, Oedipus intones, confirming for
us that the death of Antigone will bring
full circle the tragic destruction of his
bloodline.
Her fate is set in motion immediately,
underscored by a circle inscribed upon
the floor by Tiresias and reiterated
throughout by the doom-filled
rhythmical thumping staffs carried
by the chorus. Brushing aside the
opposition of her more modest sister
Ismene (Bodelle de Ronde), a passionate
Antigone is adamant she will bury her
brother Polynices in defiance of Kreon’s
edict forbidding it. As Polynices set
out to conquer Thebes he is a traitor to

the city and Kreon decrees his burial
a crime punishable by death, blind to
any considerations of kinship or what
is owing to the gods.
Antigone, however, is blind to the
pragmatic decisions a new ruler may
feel necessary for the re-establishment
of order after the chaos of war. She
vows that “If I die / That’s love / My
brother and I / Side by side / That’s a
good crime”. Kreon, angered at seeing
both her authority and the new social
order resisted in the name of individual
conscience, reacts blindly, condemning
her niece to a cruel death.
Since Kreon is punished for her
actions by the loss of a spouse and a
son, Haemon (Dave Buckley), as well
as the forfeiture of her good name, does
Antigone triumph? Her reputation
is ensured and she is reunited with
Polynices (Abdus-samad) on the shores
of the Acheron before transition to
Hades’ kingdom. However, Antigone has
herself questioned “If this [her action]
is good / In their eyes / These gods /
Then I’ll learn / Soon enough / If I’m
wrong”. As the unyielding gates close
on her screams, there is both horror at
the unforeseeable and pity for her fate.
Antigone is likely to be Sophocles’ own
variation of the Oedipus story and he
intended his Theban audience to read it
in a particular way. Is he pitting order
based on fidelity through kinship against
order based on loyalty to the polis? Is it
morally more significant that Polynices
is a traitor to the city than a brother to
Antigone? Living in our fraught world,
this may be how we read it.
Ninefold is an ensemble under the
direction of Magsalin and are known for
their engagement with the rigour of the
Suzuki method of actor training. Their
full commitment to the physical and
emotional demands of their roles is very
much in evidence, and they presented
their unique version with power and a
stark economy.

»»theatre@ssh.com.au

Film Review
by Lindsay Cohen

Batman’s ridiculous iron suit that even
Ned Kelly wouldn’t look iconic in and
Iron Man would LOL;
Lex Luthor’s incongruous evil
monster that Peter Jackson should be
suing for copyright infringements given
it’s remarkable similarity to everything
evil in Lord of the Rings;
The token inclusion of Wonder
Woman who could almost have been
an afterthought except that the whole
purpose of the film is to launch DC
Comics’ feeble late entry into the
Superhero collective with its Justice
League franchise.
And much, much more.

It’s not all bad. Ben Affleck isn’t the
worst Batman (hello George Clooney)
and much of the Batman vibe (gadgets,
cars, Alfred, etc.) has its moments.
But do we really need all these
sequels?: Suicide Squad (2016), The Justice
League Part One (2017), Untitled Batman
Reboot, Justice League Part Two (2019),
and possibly two sequels to the Untitled
Batman Reboot?
Lex Luthor couldn’t kill Batman or
Superman. But Deadpool (2016) quite
possibly did.
Rating: Half of not much.

»»film@ssh.com.au

Food for thought
in No Meat May
Louisa Dyce

No Meat May is a great campaign to participate in
this month. By choosing to eat less animal products,
or going meat free, you can help protect the planet,
improve your health, and save living beings from
suffering (www.nomeatmay.net).
While enjoying the extra fruit and veggies this month, there’s
something I’d like to bring to your attention – genetically
modified food. Did you know that many of the foods we eat
have been modified, but not in a bad way? Scientists and
archaeologists don’t use the term “genetically modified” but
rather “domesticated”. All around the world trees, grains,
fruits and vegetables have been changed so they are bigger and
better for us to eat.
Take, for instance, the history of the carrot. Carrots once
looked totally different from how they look today. To cut a
long story short, you can see here (link below) how much they
have changed. There are actually two types of carrot in our
history but I will leave it up to the Carrot Museum to explain:
http://bit.ly/1TErs1o.
I also share this website that shows how many changes have
been made with vegetables and from where they have come.
The timeline is astounding: http://abt.cm/1UqFHJm.
To continue with the research, check out this article
from Live Science that talks about the modern terms of
genetically modified foods, the good and bad effects:
http://bit.ly/1EKgNaT.

Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice
Director: Zack Snyder
Starring: Ben Affleck, Henry
Cavill, Amy Adams
Genre: Death riding the good guys
To say that Batman v Superman
exceeded my expectations is not saying
much given that my expectations were
further underground than the bat cave.
Make no mistake, Batman v Superman
is a truly bad film on so many levels. But
my expectations being exceeded mean
that it wasn’t so awful as to be worth
watching, which is why I watched it
in the first place in an odd hypocritical
kind of way. It’s a fine line, but one where
films like Showgirls (1995) and Battlefield
Earth (2000) achieved their cult status.
It’s difficult to know where to begin
because so much of Batman v Superman
deserves scorn. So I’m going to use dot
points in a film critic first:
The bucket schmaltzy feebleness of
Henry Cavill’s Superman, who spends
most of his time rescuing Lois Lane
and emoting;

Column sponsored by

BADDE MANORS CAFÉ
37 Glebe Point Rd, Glebe
Tel 9660 3797 (Open seven days & nights)

Authentic coffee-house culture of the 50s and 60s.
Warm and inviting.

TRIPOD CAFE
262 ABERCROMBIE ST, DARLINGTON
PH: 9698 8677 OPEN 7 DAYS
MON-FRI 7AM-5PM SAT-SUN 8AM-4PM
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New
scholarships
for Indigenous
leaders
SPONSORED
Greg Robinson
IN November last year, I
announced the creation of two
new scholarships specifically for
Indigenous students, including
generous financial support,
mentoring and the opportunity to
build genuine work experience as
a stepping stone into architecture
and project management.

“Owl Mask” by Catherine Skipper Photo: Jovana Terzic

Basic and binding
SSH
WATERLOO: A new exhibition at
the Orchard Gallery showcases
sculptural work by participants in
Saturday art classes at the South
Sydney Uniting Church. Mud,
Paper, Glue has been lovingly
curated by Catherine Skipper and
Jovana Terzic.
Brightly coloured ceramic
works – pots, vases, egg cups, cats,
birds, shoes – are displayed on
plinths to wonderful effect beneath
wall-mounted papier mâché and
bark masks. There are Venetian and
tribal masks, nature masks, a “Green
Monster” and a “Fox Warrior”.
Parish minister Andrew Collis
acknowledged the Gadigal as
sovereign carers of country, and the
Earth as source of creativity and life.
Following a brief welcome and
vote of thanks to artists, curators
and caterers, a short theatrical
performance was staged involving
masked actors. Director Anna Jahjah
presented a very enjoyable rendition
of the satirical nonsense poem
“The Owl and the Kitty Cat” (by
Edward Lear) starring Norrie, Blair
Silverlock and Yvonne Hocothee in
the lead roles.
The playful drama demonstrated

the power of masks and the power
of art more generally in overcoming
inhibitions and releasing empathy
– imagining, even for a short while,
what it’s like to be somebody else.
Moreover, the experience of oneself
as another can lead to greater selfawareness, encouraging openness
and acceptance.
It’s a theme worthy of ongoing
reflection. The questions raised
by the Owl and the Kitty Cat
(about love, relationship, marriage,

community) may be applied on
various levels to all creatures and to
one another.
The curators thank Cherie Peyton
at Claypool Ceramics in Botany for
invaluable assistance with glazing
and firing artworks.
Mud, Paper, Glue runs until May 19 at
the Orchard Gallery, 56a Raglan St,
Waterloo. Proceeds go to the artists
and to support art classes. For
appointments phone 0415 415 139.

Need
‘access’
to
transport?
Need
‘access’
to
transport?
We are a not for profit community organisation

I am really pleased that the two
recipients of the inaugural Campus
Infrastructure and Services (CIS)
Architecture Indigenous Leadership
Scholarships have commenced in
their courses this year. Nicholas
(Nick) Winmar and Liam Coe are
the successful applicants and are each
undertaking study for a Bachelor of
Architecture and Environment in
the University of Sydney’s Faculty of
Architecture Design and Planning.
Nick Winmar is originally from
Perth and is a former professional
AFL player, having played for the
St Kilda Football Club and for
the Sydney University AFL club.
Through his association with the
Sydney University AFL team,
he was exposed to graduate and
professional architects at a CplusC
Architectural Workshop in 2015,
inspiring his keen interest in
studying architecture. His three-year
scholarship will assist him to fulfil
his dream of becoming an architect.
Liam Coe is a Wirradjuri man
who is driven by his passion for
the advancement of Indigenous
youth in relation to education, social
issues and life choices. Already a
student at the University of Sydney,
Liam has been studying Applied
Science (Sports and Exercise
Science) and has competed at
representative and semi-professional
levels in a range of sporting codes
including Rugby Union, Rugby
League, athletics and basketball.

Both men have volunteered
for the Australian Indigenous
Mentoring Experience (AIME),
a program that provides support
to young Indigenous High School
Students to increase school retention
rates and university admittance.
They are each eager to lead the
way in improving the lives of
Indigenous people, particularly
young people, and to improve
sustainability and protect the future
of our country. We are very proud
to have them as our inaugural
scholarship holders, and we are
confident they will use the funding
and their opportunities wisely.
The CIS sponsorship of these
scholarships is an extension of our
commitment to the University’s
Wingara Mura Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Strategy,
which aims to increase Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander student
and staff numbers within the
University of Sydney. In support
of the key strategies behind
Wingara Mura, CIS has committed
to assisting the two students
financially throughout their
studies and to providing valuable
work experience and mentoring
within our business units in CIS.
On behalf of the University I
wish Nick and Liam every success
and look forward to working with
them to ensure they meet their
goals and kickstart what I have no
doubt will be brilliant careers.

Greg Robinson is Director, Campus
Infrastructure and Services. Authorised
by Michael Spence, Vice‑Chancellor of
the University of Sydney.
Contact Details – Security & After
Hours: 1800 063 487 (24/7).
Enquiries: 9114 0523;
local.community@sydney.edu.au.
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Chalmers St, Redfern
1st Wednesday of every month
Bookings via Facebook
(sydneysunsetsessions)
Photo of Zana Rose by Andrew Collis
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Wordplays
Almost May and Cecelia

An arrow of light

The window looks out
on rain-sodden mist
approaching at snail speed
from the south,

pitch black
the door is cracked
the light cries out forever
the music plays
for days and days
far away

on plane leaves,
ridge veined and crackly,
piling up along the paths
ready to turn
into a lovely compost;
warming the soil
nurturing quiet life
until winter passes

A killer’s delight
a place to hide
forever we ride
to a land where
kings have died
The silence is screaming

into wattle time.
You open it to feel
the padded silence
before rain but then

Illustration by Andy Walker

South Sydney Puzzle

our Autumn-busy Rambo,
leaf-blower slung across
committed breast, comes
into sight

by David Angell

Problem
The International Pirate Bank has
rather idiosyncratic password
rules, which must be followed by all
account holders. A password must
consist of ten letters - no more,
no fewer. The only letters allowed
are P,I,R,A,T,E,S, and the password
must, somewhere, contain the
letters ARRRRR (with 5 or more
consecutive Rs).

Last month's problem
Recent space probes have disclosed that Martians love to dance! Their dances
involve groups of seven Martians all holding hands (holding tentacles, actually,
but never mind). Here is one traditional Martian dance formation (fig1).
Dances swirl around a lot, so if the angles changed in this formation, it would
still be seen as the same pattern. However, Martians never have closed loops
of dancers – something like this (fig2) would be a shocking breach of etiquette.
Martians have three arms each, so (as you can see from these diagrams) a
dancer can hold hands with up to three others.

in their tombs
under the moon
a holy priest
saith a prayer.
– Adrian Spry

powers up, and
rids the Green
of silence
and serried leaves alike.
– Catherine Skipper

The “traditional Martian dance formation” handbook is not very large: can you
reproduce it by giving all possible patterns?

WORDPLAY – CREATIVE WRITING GROUP CLUB REDFERN,

So, for example, PSARRRRRPP

2/159 REDFERN ST – every 1st and 3rd Thursday of the month.

is a valid password, so is
ARRRRRRRRR, but TARRIRRREP

Contact Yvonne on 0415 226 854. All welcome.

will be rejected as it does not
have A followed by 5 Rs in a row.
Commentators have expressed
concern that the Bank does
not have very many different
passwords and accounts could
easily be hacked.
How many possible passwords
are there, exactly, which obey the
International Pirate Bank's rules?

Last month's solution

Suppose that there is one Martian waiting for a dance. If a second comes
along and joins hands with the first, two hands will be used (one each). If a
third comes along, two more hands will be used, and so on. When the dance is
ready to begin, there will be 7 Martians using collectively 12 hands. Since each
Martian must hold hands 1, 2 or 3 times, the possible "individual handhold
numbers" are
3+3+2+1+1+1+1 or 3+2+2+2+1+1+1 or 2+2+2+2+2+1+1.

FIRST CORRECT ENTRY
WINS A PRIZE.
Send to South Sydney Puzzle,
PO Box 3288,
REDFERN NSW 2016.

We can work out the dance patterns by trial and error from these. The first set
of figures gives two possibilities: the Martians holding hands three times could
be holding hands with each other or with a common neighbour.
The second set of figures gives three possible dance formations and the third
only one. So, there are six entries in the Martian dance handbook.

SSH Instagram Gallery
SELECTED BY CLAIRE MAHJOUB

Redfern
@featogrefi

CBD
@cm_pics

Chippendale
@vintonn

Tag your Instagram pics #sshphotos and we will include 5 of
the best photos, from all suburbs in South Sydney, here each
month. See all photos online: southsydneyherald.com.au

Alexandria
@neeravbhatt

Redfern
@andrewhcollis

COMMUNITY NOTICES
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Uniting Churches

Ooooby’s mission is to make local food easy and fair everywhere.

ADVERTISE WITH THE SSH

Community connections, competitive rates. Phone Duncan
on 0402 525 061 or email adverts@ssh.com.au

SATURDAY ART CLASS
South Sydney Uniting Church
(56a Raglan St, Waterloo)
12-4pm May 14 & 28
More information
phone 0438 719 470.

South Sydney Uniting Church
56a Raglan St, Waterloo
Worship (Eucharist) 10am Sunday
Evening Prayers 6pm
(2nd Sunday of the month)
Rev. Andrew Collis 0438 719 470
www.southsydneyuniting.org.au

The Sacred Lounge
Cnr St Johns Rd &
Colbourne Ave, Glebe
Worship 7pm Sunday
‘Colbourne Ave’ intimate
candlelit concerts 8pm Thursday
Office 9518 9413
www.sacredlounge.org.au
Leichhardt Uniting Church
3 Wetherill St, Leichhardt
(near Norton St, free parking
behind church)
Worship 10am & 6.30pm Sunday
Rev. Dr John Hirt 0408 238 117
www.leichhardtuniting.org.au
Mustard Seed Uniting Church
Cnr Quarry St & Bulwara Rd,
Ultimo
Worship 9.30am Sunday
Rev. David Gore
0449 875 065
mustardseed.unitingchurch.org.au

280 King St Newtown
Worship 9.30am & 6pm Sunday
Rev. Graeme Tutt
9519 9000
www.newtownmission.org.au

We all know local food is best – Because it’s better for our
health, our communities and our ecosystem.
But local food can be hard to buy – That’s because our food
systems are designed to make money, not sense.
So we do the hard work – We find local food and bring it to
your neighbourhood.
Sourcing the best we can find – Which won’t be perfect but we
have to start somewhere.
And then making it better – Instead of putting profits into our
pocket, we build new local food supplies.
Ooooby is a collaborative commons enterprise. We reinvest all
our profits into developing local food production, and ensure
that all participants in the supply chain are rewarded fairly for
their contribution. This includes paying our farmers 50% of the
total retail value for the supply and delivery of the produce to
the Ooooby hub.

All materials provided.
Previous & new participants welcome.
Gold coin donation.

Women’s
Reconciliation
Network
Meetings are held on
the 4th Thursday of
the month.
10AM-12PM at the
Redfern Community
Centre.
Hugo Street Redfern.
10am cuppa followed by
meeting till 12 noon.

Photo: Andrew Collis

Find out more at www.ooooby.org/sydney
THÉÂTRE EXCENTRIQUE presents:
7 Days in the Life of Simon Labrosse
by Carole Fréchette
May 18-29, 2016
Creative Space 99, Darlinghurst
www.theatrexcentrique.com

Ecofaith on the Air is a weekly radio show about faith and
ecology/environment, hosted by the Rev. Dr Jason John and
Dr Miriam Pepper of Uniting Earth Ministry.
1st Wednesday of the month: Jason and Miriam in conversation.
2nd & 4th Wednesdays: Guest interviews.
3rd Wednesdays: Panel discussion, Jason and Miriam together
with regular guests: Mick Pope (meteorologist, from Ethos
– EA Centre for Christianity and Society); Jacqui Remond
(director of Catholic Earthcare Australia); Byron Smith
(Christian environmental ethicist, Common Grace).
5th Wednesdays: Songs with Jason.

Newtown Mission
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How to tune in:
Streaming on 2bbb.net.au or listen via the tunein app.
Download podcasts on the soundcloud page or via iTunes.
Join the Facebook group for info on upcoming shows, to
contribute ideas, questions, and keep the conversation going.

Paddington Uniting Church
395 Oxford St, Paddington
Worship 10.30am &
7.30pm Sunday
Rev. Ben Gilmour
Office 9331 2646
www.paddingtonuca.org.au

VOLUNTEERS’ NEWS
PAT CLARKE

A Thank-you to volunteer distributors
Sue Dahl continues to be an enthusiastic volunteer deliverer
in Erskineville. She is a genuine supporter of the SSH social
enterprise and a firm believer in local independent news.
Perry Johnstone is a volunteer distributor in Alexandria.
He is also one of our sportswriters and his support over many
years for the Alexandria Rovers rugby league club, especially
the junior times, is inspiring.
May 1-31 – National Domestic and Family Violence
Month
This is held each May to raise community awareness and
to promote a strong message that this violence will not be
tolerated in our communities.
May 1 – June 30 – Australia’s Biggest Morning Tea
Probably needs no mention, but held under the auspices of the
Cancer Council is a popular and fun way to gather together
and raise funds to help support the fight against cancer.
May 13-22 – Pyrmont Festival
The Festival includes a two-day event at Pirrama Park on
Saturday and Sunday 14 and 15 May from 11am-5pm.
There will be live music, art and artists, and food stalls
highlighting this year the Mudgee region.
May 16-22 – Sydney Writers' Festival 2016
Over 300 events, with some of Australia’s and the world’s
favourite writers and personalities. Bookings at www.swf.org.au.

BABANA
ABORIGINAL
MEN’S GROUP
Babana Shed
open Mon-Fri
(Cnr St Johns Rd &
Colbourne Ave, Glebe)
Contact: Mark Spinks
0411 282 917

Waterloo
Recycling
Workshop
Workshop and market open
Fridays 9am-12pm.
Turunga Flats, 1 Phillip St,
Waterloo (lower car park).
Affordable furniture and
household goods.
Donations gladly received
(no white goods or
electrical apps).
Volunteers welcome –
phone Naomi on
0407 576 098.

May 26 – National Sorry Day
An Australia-wide observance that acknowledges the tragedy
and the impact of the Stolen Generations.

Pitt Street Uniting Church
264 Pitt St, Sydney
Worship 10am Sunday
Rev. Dr Margaret Mayman
Office 9267 3614
www.pittstreetuniting.org.au

May 27 – June 18 – Vivid Sydney Festival
This is one of my favourite events of the year, with plenty
of lights and installations around the City to sparkle and
dazzle you and your family. Venues include Circular Quay,
Darling Harbour, Royal Botanic Gardens, The Rocks and
the National Maritime Museum.

Wayside Chapel
29 Hughes St, Potts Point
Worship 10am Sunday
Rev. Graham Long
Office 9581 9100
www.thewaysidechapel.com

Until next time.

REDWatch
Meetings first Thursday
of the month at The Factory
Community Centrte.
Phone Geoffrey Turnbull
(02) 8004 1490.
Email mail@redwatch.org.au

Pat Clarke & Ross Smith
distro@ssh.com.au

YOUR LOCAL MEMBERS

Tanya Plibersek MP
Federal Member for Sydney

Malcolm Turnbull MP
Federal Member for Wentworth

Jamie Parker MP
State Member for Balmain

Ron Hoenig MP
State Member for Heffron

Alex Greenwich MP
State Member for Sydney

Jenny Leong MP
State Member for Newtown

150 Broadway, Broadway
NSW 2007

Ground Floor, 287-289 New South
Head Rd, Edgecliff, NSW 2027

112a Glebe Point Rd, Glebe
NSW 2037

Shop 117, 747 Botany Rd, Rosebery
NSW 2018

58 Oxford St, Paddington
NSW 2021

383 King St, Newtown
NSW 2042

T: 02 9379 0700
F: 02 9379 0701

T: 02 9327 3988
F: 02 9327 2533

T: 02 9660 7586
F: 02 9660 6112

T: 02 9699 8166
F: 02 9699 8222

T: 02 9360 3053
F: 02 9331 6963

T: 02 9517 2800
F: 02 9230 3352

Tanya.Plibersek.MP@aph.gov.au

Malcolm.Turnbull.MP@aph.gov.au

Balmain@parliament.nsw.gov.au

Heffron@parliament.nsw.gov.au

Sydney@parliament.nsw.gov.au

Newtown@parliament.nsw.gov.au

SPORT & FITNESS
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The Redfern All Blacks celebrate their win over Mascot on April 17 Photo: Supplied

All Blacks in the pink
VANGELI KOLLIAS

A strong second half display from the
Redfern All Blacks saw them overcome
Moore Park and record their third win
of the season.
The traditional minute silence for the
ANZAC weekend brought out the pride
in both teams, who had everything to
play for. Both were coming off victories
from round three; the Redfern All Blacks
thumped Mascot while Moore Park
secured their first win of the season

against South Eastern.
It was the home side that came firing
out of the blocks, and lack of discipline
and countless errors from the All Blacks
saw Moore Park 8-0 up within the
opening minutes.
But an interchange by All Blacks
player-coach Dean Widders, and
some smart attack work from Steven
Smith and Mark Hickey narrowed the
difference to two points.
From this point onwards, the game
shifted momentum. The All Blacks
made every set count – even while down

one man (backrower Robert Ryan was
out for a professional foul).
The Moore Park defence was not
able to cope with the pace and strength
of the All Blacks attack. Apart from a
try from Moore Park with 10 minutes
to play, the momentum was with the
Redfern side throughout the second
half. A great solo effort from Shane
Nolan saw the forward manoeuver his
way through the Moore Park defence,
finishing off the All Blacks afternoon
with a 42-20 victory.
Widders was once again pleased with

School holiday fun at Redfern Oval – a rugby league clinic saw 130 boys and girls aged 5-12 receive expert
coaching from Rabbitohs NRL stars Adam Reynolds and Alex Johnstone (pictured). Photo: Bec Lewis

his side’s attacking display and credited
the impact of the youth of the squad.
“It was great for our character. They
came out with everything; they had a
lot of momentum and were on top for
big periods of that first half.
“It is all about that 80 minutes and
playing for the full game and sticking
at it under pressure. Under fatigue we
were able to hang in there and that
was the difference today. We handled
their moments when they had all the
momentum better then what they did
when we had it.

“So that’s what we wanted to do as
a team; our young blokes today just
stood up.”
MATCH STATS:
Tries: Steven Smith, Mark Hickey, Kareel
Phillips Malcolm Nelson, Kieran Vale (x2),
Shane Nolan
Most Tackles: Shane Nolan (21)
Most Hit-Ups: Rhys Haynes (13)
Sin-Bins: Robert Ryan
Completions: 18 from 27 (67 per cent):
first half (6 from 13 = 46 per cent),
second half (12 from 14 = 86 per cent)

A three-day Junior Basketball Camp was held in April at the National Centre of Indigenous Excellence in Redfern. The event
saw close to 20 local Indigenous kids in attendance. Participants received morning tea each day, plus a Junior Basketball
Academy t-shirt, certificate and medal with some receiving trophies for Most Inspirational, Most Improved and Shooting
Champion. Six coaches took part in the camp, and organisers reported significant improvement in shooting, passing and
dribbling. On Day 2 Indigenous athlete Claude Williams offered inspirational advice to the young campers. Claude grew
up in Redfern, played professional rugby league for the Rabbitohs as well as professional basketball both in Australia and
overseas. He was the first ever coach of the Sydney Kings. Photo: Junior Basketball Academy

